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The results of phase 3 of the CLIMABOROUGH
Tender expected in May

Since the start of the project, CLIMABOROUGH has worked in collaboration with the cities

of Athens, Cascais, Differdange, Grenoble-Alpes, Ioannina, Maribor, Sofia and Torino, to

launch a call for tender to ask innovators to propose climate solutions on various fields. 

This process is now in phase 3, concerning 31  applications, which will define the

final ranking of the offers received. The applicants had up to April 15, 2024 at 23.59

Brussels time to propose the final version of their technical offer and to propose a financial

offer associated to it.

The offers received will now be evaluated and the final ranking will be published in May.

Up to 16 offers (2 per city) are expected to be funded.

[READ MORE ABOUT OUR TENDER]

CLIMAWEBINARS: join us to learn from cities

The  series  of  our  CLIMAWEBINARS,  webinars  and  workshops  dedicated  to  carbon

neutrality  and  to  the  pathways  cities  are  undertaking  to  face  climate  change  and  its

consequential needs for adaptation and mitigation, is going on. 

The next webinars "Mobilizing Communities of practices. Energy and mobility"

will focus the engagement of individuals, groups and organizations in the deployment of

innovative  and  disruptive  solutions  as  key  for  their  success  in  the  long  run.  We  will

showcase  experiences,  projects  plans  and  strategies  of  5  cities  of  CLIMABOROUGH

(Athens, Grenobles-Alpes Metropole, Differdange, Turin) and 2 guest cities (Florence and

Smart Dublin) around the fields of energy and mobility to reflect upon the role behavioral

change and  citizens’ engagement. This webinar will be held on April 18. Register to the

webinar.

Later, on May 16, we will hold another webinar about circular economy and its connection

to climate change and called "Connecting the dots of circularity". This will be focused

on experiences of cities to shift from waste management to circular economy. Register to

the webinar. 

[MORE INFORMATION ON OUR WEBSITE]

[WATCH THE PAST WEBINARS ON YOUTUBE]

CLIMABOROUGH INSIGHTS

Grenoble Alpes Metropole, a metropolis

committed to climate neutrality 
Grenoble Alpes Metropole, a so called “urban agglomeration”, is composed of 49 cities,

towns and villages around the area of Grenoble, situated in Isère, at the heart of the French

Alps.  Grenoble  Alpes Métropole,  one of  the European “100 Climate neutral  and Smart

Cities, has set a very ambitious strategy to achieve climate neutrality. We explain you their

challenges, policies and next goals. 

[READ THE FULL ARTICLE ON CLIMABOROUGH.EU] 

Krk, on the right way towards pollution

minimisation 
The city of Krk represents an administrative, business and educational center of the island

inhabitants, while as far as tourism is concerned, Krk is a very attractive and picturesque

summer holiday spot which above all offers the feeling of elegance and historical heritage

on which the new and diverse tourism offer is based. Nowadays, the city of Krk represents

one of  the most  desirable tourism destinations and was already several  years  in a row

awarded with the prestigious title of being the best small city to live in throughout Croatia.

[READ THE FULL ARTICLE ON CLIMABOROUGH.EU] 
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